Frost sports

Basketball team to open Saturday at Bowdoin

After nearly four weeks of getting into shape and working on both fundamentals and patterns, Coach Arnold Singal's freshmen basketball team will open up its 1964-65 season with a game this Saturday against Bowdoin College. Three practice games were scheduled previously against tough opponents such as Boston College and Salem Teachers College in order to be sure that the team would be ready for the season opener. In June, the team went through a grueling 14-day training camp in Hawaii. The freshmen squad team in several years. A great deal of practice time goes on before their first match against MidSec on January 7.

Tom McGovern is a versatile runner, being a middle distance racer as well as a distance runner. The standout sprinter is Steve Silverstein, and Dan Hoban, who was a superb cross country runner this past fall, is the number one long distance runner. The freshmen should have their first meet against Bowdoin on Saturday afternoon. The event is scheduled purposely against tough opponents such as Boston College and Salem Teachers College.

The team lacks the depth that it had in previous years. The starting five-up shows excellent strength. The open squad has improved over its already excellent condition of last year, having lost only Karl Kone. Returning men on the open team are Tom Section '66, Lee Strauss '67, and Bill DeBooster '67. The fall squad seems to be in better shape than ever before, with Fritz Schafer '66 and Ralph Schmidt '66. Small wonder, with star defensemen and Co-capt. Scott Briggs '66, the team is holding only one practice a week in preparation for its opening game against U. of Mass. on December 5 at Amherst.

Three freshmen plans to run for three weeks. Time remains before their first meet against Bowdoin College. The first line will find Co-capt. Newall at center and Pete Caty, Wm. and Tony Pasquale '66 at the forwards. Wamere Wood '66 will center the second line with Steve Schaefer '66, and Bob Pellec '66 at the other. Scot Schweppe '66, Bob McDonnell '66, Bob MacDonald '66, and Ralph Schmidt '66. The first line will find Co-capt. Newall at center and Pete Caty, Wm. and Tony Pasquale '66 at the forwards. Wamere Wood '66 will center the second line with Steve Schaefer '66, and Bob Pellec '66 at the other. Scot Schweppe '66, Bob McDonnell '66, Bob MacDonald '66, and Ralph Schmidt '66. The first line will find Co-capt. Newall at center and Pete Caty, Wm. and Tony Pasquale '66 at the forwards. Wamere Wood '66 will center the second line with Steve Schaefer '66, and Bob Pellec '66 at the other. Scot Schweppe '66, Bob McDonnell '66, Bob MacDonald '66, and Ralph Schmidt '66. The first line will find Co-capt. Newall at center and Pete Caty, Wm. and Tony Pasquale '66 at the forwards. Wamere Wood '66 will center the second line with Steve Schaefer '66, and Bob Pellec '66 at the other. Scot Schweppe '66, Bob McDonnell '66, Bob MacDonald '66, and Ralph Schmidt '66.
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Swordsmen open Saturday

The MIT fencing team to open its season against Saturday afternoon, with an away meet Brandeis University.

While the team lacks the depth that it had in previous years, the starting line-up shows excellent strength. The open squad has improved over its already excellent condition of last year, having lost only Karl Kone. Returning men on the open team are Tom Section '66, Lee Strauss '67, and Bill DeBooster '67. The fall squad seems to be in better shape than ever before, with Fritz Schafer '66 and Ralph Schmidt '66. Small wonder, with star defensemen and Co-capt. Scott Briggs '66, the team is holding only one practice a week in preparation for its opening game against U. of Mass. on December 5 at Amherst.

Three freshmen plans to run for three weeks. Time remains before their first meet against Bowdoin College. The first line will find Co-capt. Newall at center and Pete Caty, Wm. and Tony Pasquale '66 at the forwards. Wamere Wood '66 will center the second line with Steve Schaefer '66, and Bob Pellec '66 at the other. Scot Schweppe '66, Bob McDonnell '66, Bob MacDonald '66, and Ralph Schmidt '66. The first line will find Co-capt. Newall at center and Pete Caty, Wm. and Tony Pasquale '66 at the forwards. Wamere Wood '66 will center the second line with Steve Schaefer '66, and Bob Pellec '66 at the other. Scot Schweppe '66, Bob McDonnell '66, Bob MacDonald '66, and Ralph Schmidt '66. The first line will find Co-capt. Newall at center and Pete Caty, Wm. and Tony Pasquale '66 at the forwards. Wamere Wood '66 will center the second line with Steve Schaefer '66, and Bob Pellec '66 at the other. Scot Schweppe '66, Bob McDonnell '66, Bob MacDonald '66, and Ralph Schmidt '66.